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ITS TIME FOR THE CHANGE
by Fausto Sala - FISSC Vice President
The Memorandum of Understanding signed last 21 June between the Ministry of the Interior, CONI, FIGC,

improve the current system.

Leghe Serie A, B e Pro for “A Supporter Card for the fan” provides, among other the commitment of the

Only after having made it clear this fundamental comcept, can effectively enter into the merits of various

National Observatory On Sporting Events to open a dialogue table “with the supporters representatives

operational issues still on the table, to begin with the release of the supporter card in times much faster

who intend to deal with the Observatory in the interess of the fans”.

then the present level; by increasing facilities for the fans in possession of the card, still too little filled

In the meantime, however, the meetings to which FISSC is invited to participate in by the competent

with enterprise promotions; up to arrive to the definition of a uniform procedures for the access and

authorities continue to take place with a character of absolute informality and above all provide for the

exposure of banners inside the stadium and the entrance of the spectators (preselection, identification,

simultaneous presence of other associations for example Federsupporter and My Roma, which certainly are

search, etc.) or a common framework for the stadium entrance of umbrellas and water bottles with cap.

not equally representative of the fans’ world and above all have purpose in their statutes that embrace

FISSC has always been favorable to develop the supporter card among its members, as a ’loyality’ tool to

spheres not specifically related to one’s sporting passion.

improve the way to live the sport event within the rules of fair play. Emphasized the important role

Being understood, that the dialogue is always open with the executives of the three professional ‘leghe’

played by the Coordination Centres who have as members the real sporting fans, our essential will is that

with whom develop strategies to bring back the fans in the stadiums, however, the moment has arrived to

we can say officially ours in a periodic and systematic manner to contribute to eradicate the phenomenon

see FISSC officially recognised in its capacity as the interoculator with the institutions in order to deal

of violence and return back the stadiums for the usability of families and generally to all those persons

constructively all matters realting to accessibility and safety of sports facilities. Particulary as some issues

who lives the game as a festive occassion.

that we presented to the attention of those responsable of the Ministry of the Interior have already been
accepted and resolved, such as the protection of foreign fans residing abroad (that in the absence of the
fiscal code cannot apply for the supporter card) or the changing of the wording present on the train tickets
(replacing “restrictions” with “facilities” for the fans).
Evaluating in detail the stages of our hard-working approach with the sports institutions and political
authorities, we feel entitled to officially claim the authority of our role aware of the constructive
contribution that each one of us, real and passionate football fans, can provide to the proper authorities to
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2011 General Assembly
by Fiorella Brambilla - FISSC Board of Directors Secretary
FLORENCE - 25 June 2011
MINUTES OF MEETING
Today 25/06/11 at 9.30 in Coverciano met in assembly the members of FISSC.
The assembly is gathered in the main hall of the sport centre in Coverciano.
Mr. Marino Moro of A.S. Triestina Clubs was named President of the general assembly.
Assembly secretary is Ms. Fiorella Brambilla.
The President of the assembly Mr. Moro read the agenda, previously communicated to all members,
which contemplate the approval of the financial report, the renewal of the Board of Directors and
deepen the discussion of the program guidelines.
The Assembly President gave act that are accredited and present the representatives of the supporters
of Grosseto, Treviso, Udinese, Empoli, Inter, Chievo, Brindisi, Perugia, Roma, Triestina, Spal, Hellas
Verona, Ravenna, Salernitana, Mantova, Vicenza, Parma, Napoli, Cesena, Pisa, Lecce, Modena, Parma
Petitot.

FISSC has never made an apology of the card, but has taken a different pose, namely to improve this card
which has to be released by all football clubs.
Presidente Lotito now recalls the positive contribution made towards the protocollo which has recently been
signed.

At this point the meeting begun and the Assembly President gives the word to the effective President of
FISSC and outgoing councillor Dott. Francesco Lotito.

He highlighted and summed up some points regarding the card as follows:
1.

equip the guest sectors to iarrive in the near future for the away fans to choose their seats in the stadium;

The President Dott. Lotito, before starting his brief speech, expressed a big thank you to Fiorella
Brambilla and Joe Mula for the secretarial work done, thanking them in particular as regards to the
cooperation of the site management, of the newsletter and the facebook page.

2.

confirm that the card is eligible to enter any stadium;

3.

solve the problem of time of issuance of the card;

President Lotito then went on to greet all the Coordination Centres present, noting that the delegates
are twenty-three, coming from all over Italy, su twenty-seven entitled to take part. Recalls the work of
the last three years, noting that the new Directive, for the coming three years 2011 – 2014, will ensure to
hold council meetings in a way not to be of financial burden to the delegates.
President Lotito thanked also the secretary of the F.I.G.C. who granted the availability of the halls of
Coverciano for the meeting and underlined in particular the the Federation doors were opened to all
kinds of fans, if based on the true values of sport, friendship, which are cultivated with other football
federations.
Reiterates that the FISSC sought at all costs a relationship with the institutions, even in disponibilty and
that considerable progress has been achieved even in the dealings with the Observatory.
Recalls in particular the intervention by FISSC to solve all the problems in order that Hellas Verona fans
were authorized to travel to Salerno to watch their team.
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There are other big steps to be made in the future, the President stressed in particular, mostly as regards to
the supporter card.

4. urge the football clubs to create an office to help the fans with information regarding the issuance of the
card;
5.

establish, in particular, the exact contents of the card.

At this point the President, having reached the end of his introductory speech, urges everyone to contact new
clubs, in order to find new members and new partners.
Lastly remembered to all present for that which reflects the relationship with FSE-Football Supporters Europe,
Mr. Antonio Ricciato was delegated by FISSC to partecipate in the FSE convention which was to take place in
Denmark next week coming.
President Lotito, at this stage, remembering the agenda, leaves the word to the Honorary and choosen
Assembly President Mr. Marino Moro, who, called the order of the day, invited Mr. Dario Infantino of Udinese,
in his qualification as auditor, to read out the financial report for the calendar year 201o and the first half of 2011
for its approval. Dario Infantino proceeded to read the financial report and subsequently the Assembly
President Mr. Moro invited the delegates to express their views.

The financial report for the year 2010 and the first half of 2011 was unanimously approved.
Afterwards, but before the election of the new council, the Assembly President invited the voting delegates for a debate, gently
asking them to express their views on the current issues, and in particular on the supporter card.
At this point the following delegates intervened in the debate:
Mr. Zanetti of Belli Carichi Modna, stressed that FISSC assembly meetings occur among friends, remembered that during his transfers
he has managed to make contact with the new clubs.
However, he noted that the time is too short and that it would be necessary to arrange further contacts later.
a) noted that it is especially important that the current thinking on the supporter card is done outside any ideological purposes who
have held divided members of the assembly.
b)

Ms. Riolfi of Nuovo Coordinamento Hellas Verona 2003 takes inspiration from the decision taken by the Observatory for the the
safety of sporting events regarding the trip of Hellas Verona fans to Salerno. Notes that those within the organisation take rash
decisions, not knowing exactly what is happening outside.

c) Avv. Dionigi Biancardi of Coordination Centre Mantova Clubs particularly stresses the need that FISSC should be present and have
a place as member within the Observatory, not being possible, that members of such a ministerial body take decisions in respect
to the fans without having requested their view.
For that which reflects the supporter card, reiterates that it has already been declared by Minister Maroni as a document having the
characteristics of “circularity” namely, the document allowing the entry of a fan in possession of the card in all the stadiums.
Lastly, about the betting scandal, recalls being in the court of Cremona, that he had sensed – talking with officials of the attorney
office – the need is made by the organisms members, and among these FISSC, prevention work, in the sense that all the Presidents of
the Clubs which form part of the Coordination Centres, spread, prior appropriate meetings as , news about the serious consequences,
including criminal proceedings, that can affect all those involved in illegal betting.
d. Avv. Alessandro D’Amato of C.C. Grosseto reiterates that the main point is that the supporter card and it is extrmely necessary
that small groups are created which represent the single Coordination to raise issues that are met with during the week and to
bring these issues on the table of the institutions for their necessary discussion and resolution.
e.

Ms. Bardini of C.C. Pisa calls for unity in that which reflects the card, in the sense that the issues are generic and should be
resolved in the interest of all.

f.

Mr. Sposito of C.C. Salernitana, for that which reflects the card to be issued in favour of supporters of Lega Pro teams,
emphasises that the card is under the direct control of the Lega and that this task is delegated directely to the clubs.

The problem that arises, says the speaker, is that of the natural maturity of the card which should be uniform in all series
Regarding the football betting scandal, believes that the Federation should take a stand, although at present the facts are still the
subject of investigations.
g. Mr. Taroni of Andes noted that next year will be mandatory for all the card and that there are still many problems relating to its
release especially for fans of teams partecipating in Lega Pro.
Believes that the card should be free card and not be somekind of credit card attached to any bank.
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Informed also that a ministerial decree on stewards obviously subject to be read and that , according to him, in its wording does not
seem very proper for the powers given to stewards nella sua formulazione non sembra essere molto corretto anche per i poteri
che vengono rilasciati agli stewards in control.
h. Mr. Primieri Maurizio of C.C. Perugia stressed in particular the problems arising from the seious phenomena of illegal betting on
football.
Finds that it is necessary to take urgent measures by informing the fans, before the latter are completely swindled and abbondon
the studium.
i.

Mr. Ricciato Antonio of Salento Giallorosso 1908 [Lecce] reports about the meeting the Barcellona convention where he
represented FISSC, thanked for the honor of representing again FISSC again in Denmark next week and reserved the right to
give a full report of the meeting he will attend at the next meeting.

At this stage, the debate ended , the list of names of candidates for the renewal of the council was read out.
Assembly President Mr. Marino Moro, at the end of the reading of the list, invites all eligible to vote by show of hands.
All eligible voted favourably.
The rappresentative for the Coordination Centre of Parma refrained to vote, arguing that the reason for his refrain to vote consists
in the fact that he was not aware that the statute provided a definitive list.
The outcome of the vote declared elected:
Lotito Francesco [A.I. Roma Clubs], Checchia Roberto [C.C. Cesena Calcio], Fagnani Ivano [Coordination Amici del Chievo], Infantino
Dario [Ass. Udinese Club], Mucciarelli Eleonora [C.C. Empoli Clubs], Munafò Giuseppe [A.I. Milan Club], Pasini Pierantronio [C.C.
Treviso], Passaretti Saverio [A.I. Napoli Clubs], Primieri Maurizio [C.C. Perugia Clubs], Ricciato Antonio [Salento Giallorosso 1908],
Sala Fausto [C.C. Inter Club], Sposito Mario [C.C. Salernitana Clubs], Terzo Marisa [C.C. Biancorossi Vicenza].
Also nominated as alternate members Boghi Mario [C.C. Giallorossi Ravenna], Bandini Liana [C.C. Pisa Clubs], D’Andrea Annamaria
[C.C. Cosenza].
Appointed as Auditors: Ferozzi Valentina [C.C. Spal Clubs], Lecci Rino [C.C. Pro Brindisi], Riolfi Carla [Nuovo Coord. Hellas Verona
2003].
Appointed Guarantors: Dionigi Biancardi [C.C. Mantova Clubs], D’Amato Alessandro [C.C. Grosseto Clubs] and Alberto Zanetti [Belli
Carichi Modna].
The Assembly confirmed Honorary President of the Federation Mr. Marino Moro [A.I. Triestina Clubs].
Mr. Lotito Francesco announced that during the Council meeting to be held in next September, the single offices will be attributed .
The Assembly is dissolved for completion of the work in respect of the agenda at noon.
L.C.S.
Assembly President
Mr. Marino Moro
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FISSC meeting in Cesena
by Mario Sposito - FISSC Secretery and Communication Area
CESENA 3 SEPTEMBER 2011
Held in Cesena, organised by the Coordination Centre Cesena Clubs a two day meeting of the FISSC.
On the evening of 2 September, the first meeting of the Directive Counsil of FISSC elected at Coverciano on 25 June and will
remain in office up to June 2014 was held.
After articulated discussions where held, and a line of behaviour in view of the serie A players “strike” by the Federation was
established, the offices for the new Directive Council were attributed.
On the morning of 3 September before 21 participating delegations of various coordination centres members of FISSC, a meeting
was held. After the welcome greeting of Roberto Checchia president of C.C. Cesena Clubs, there was a welcome speech by the
mayor of Cesena, Paolo Lucchi, who illustrated the administration’s work in relationship to the football phenomenon in general.
Afterwards FISSC confirmed President Francesco Lotito illustrated the general guidelines of activity of the Federation for the
next three days. The rappresentative of Nuovo Coord. Hella Verona, Carla Riolfi intervened in the debate, sharing essentially the
same ideas and words of the president Lotito, who also featured other negative aspects of the daily activities of fans. Another
intervention was that of the Pro Brindisi delegate who emphasised the difficult aspects of small clubs and as a result of the fans.
Intervenes in the double vest as safety officer of Cesena Calcio and Andes delegate, Gianluca Campana, clarifying certain aspects
specific of his task. Alberto Zanetti of Modena pointed out how football clubs should collaborate with the coordination centres.
Mantova rappresentative, Avv. Brancardi raised again the issue relating to the supporter card and the fact that the istitutions
take decisions without ever questioning the main components the fans.
Vice-President Pino Munafò outlined the lastest FISSC proposals towards the Observatory aimed to improve the viabilty of fans in
stadiums livabilty of fans in stadiums.
The press release in regards to the day of strike in serie A on the 28 September, was read by the representatives of the
communication area.
The next FISSC meeting will be held in Rome on 11 and 12 November.
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POSITIONS AND OFFICES
FISSC COUNCIL
2011 – 2014
HONORARY PRESIDENT
MARINO MORO
PRESIDENT
FRANCESCO LOTITO
VICE PRESIDENTS
FAUSTO SALA AND GIUSEPPE MUNAFÒ
SECRETARY AND COMMUNICATION AREA
MARIO SPOSITO AND SAVERIO PASSARETTI
DIRECTIVE COUNCIL SECRETARY
FIORELLA BRAMBILLA
PROSELYTIZING
COORDINATOR : MARINO MORO
SERIE A : ROBERTO CHECCHIA
SERIE B: MARISA TERZO
LEGA PRO : VALENTINA FEROZZI
COORDINATORS LEGA PRO :
PIERANTONIO PASINI AND MAURIZIO PRIMIERI
DELEGAT SOCIAL ACTIVITIES, CEREMONIES AND MARKETING
DARIO INFANTINO
FAIR PLAY ACTIVITY AND FRIENDSHIPS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS COORDINATION CENTRES
IVANO FAGNANI AND GIORGINO GARAVASO
SITE, NEWSLETTER AND SOCIAL NETWORK
FIORELLA BRAMBILLA AND PIERANTONIO PASINI ASSISTED BY JOE MULA
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1A Gior.

3A Gior.

5A Gior.

7A Gior.

[And. - 21/12/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

Bologna vs INTER

Atalanta vs UDINESE

Cagliari vs UDINESE

Catania vs INTER

Atalanta vs CESENA
Bologna vs ROMA
Cagliari vs MILAN
INTER vs LECCE

Bologna vs LECCE
Catania vs CESENA
INTER vs ROMA

CHIEVO vs GENOA
MILAN vs CESENA

CESENA vs Fiorentina
CHIEVO vs Juventus

Lazio vs GENOA

NAPOLI vs Fiorentina

NAPOLI vs MILAN

PARMA vs ROMA

PARMA vs CHIEVO

Siena vs LECCE

UDINESE vs Fiorentina

6A Gior.

NAPOLI vs PARMA

4A Gior.

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

8A Gior.

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 01/02/2012]

[And. - 21/09/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

CESENA vs CHIEVO

CESENA vs NAPOLI

CESENA vs Lazio

INTER vs NAPOLI

CHIEVO vs Novara

CHIEVO vs NAPOLI

Juventus vs MILAN

GENOA vs Atalanta

Fiorentina vs PARMA

LECCE vs Cagliari

Juventus vs PARMA

GENOA vs Catania

PARMA vs GENOA

LECCE vs Atalanta

ROMA vs Atalanta

LECCE vs MILAN

LECCE vs UDINESE

MILAN vs UDINESE

UDINESE vs Bologna

PARMA vs Atalanta

MILAN vs Lazio
Palermo vs INTER

Novara vs INTER

ROMA vs Palermo

ROMA vs Cagliari

ROMA vs Siena

Siena vs CESENA

Lazio vs CHIEVO
NAPOLI vs GENOA
PARMA vs Catania
UDINESE vs Juventus
2A Gior.
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GENOA vs LECCE
Lazio vs ROMA
MILAN vs Palermo

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]
Cagliari vs NAPOLI
INTER vs CHIEVO
Juventus vs GENOA

UDINESE vs Novara

Number
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9A Gior.

12A Gior.

15A Gior.

18A Gior.

[And. - 26/10/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 07/04/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

[And. - 15/01/2012 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

Atalanta vs INTER

Bologna vs CESENA

Bologna vs MILAN

Catania vs ROMA

CESENA vs Cagliari

Catania vs CHIEVO

Cagliari vs PARMA

CESENA vs Novara

CHIEVO vs Bologna

Fiorentina vs MILAN

INTER vs Fiorentina

CHIEVO vs Palermo

GENOA vs ROMA

GENOA vs Novara

LECCE vs Lazio

Fiorentina vs LECCE

MILAN vs PARMA

INTER vs Cagliari

Novara vs NAPOLI

GENOA vs UDINESE

NAPOLI vs UDINESE

NAPOLI vs Lazio

Palermo vs CESENA

Palermo vs LECCE

PARMA vs UDINESE

ROMA vs Juventus

10A Gior.

ROMA vs LECCE

Siena vs GENOA

13A Gior.

UDINESE vs CHIEVO

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]
Catania vs NAPOLI
Fiorentina vs GENOA
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[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 11/04/2012]
Atalanta vs NAPOLI

A

16 Gior.
[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

MILAN vs INTER
NAPOLI vs Bologna
PARMA vs Siena
19A Gior.
[And. - 22/01/2012 Rit. - 13/05/2012]
Bologna vs PARMA

INTER vs Juventus

CESENA vs GENOA

LECCE vs Novara

LECCE vs Catania

CHIEVO vs Cagliari

PARMA vs CESENA

MILAN vs CHIEVO

GENOA vs Bologna

ROMA vs MILAN

Novara vs PARMA

Lazio vs UDINESE

Siena vs CHIEVO

Siena vs INTER

MILAN vs Siena

ROMA vs CESENA

UDINESE vs Palermo

UDINESE vs ROMA

NAPOLI vs ROMA

Siena vs NAPOLI

11A Gior.

14A Gior.

PARMA vs LECCE

UDINESE vs Catania

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

17A Gior.

CESENA vs LECCE

CHIEVO vs Atalanta

[And. - 08/01/2012 Rit. - 02/05/2012]

CHIEVO vs Fiorentina

Fiorentina vs ROMA

Atalanta vs MILAN

GENOA vs INTER

GENOA vs MILAN

Cagliari vs GENOA

Lazio vs PARMA

LECCE vs UDINESE

INTER vs PARMA

MILAN vs Catania

INTER vs UDINESE

LECCE vs Juventus

NAPOLI vs Juventus

Juventus vs CESENA

Palermo vs NAPOLI

Novara vs ROMA

NAPOLI vs LECCE

ROMA vs CHIEVO

UDINESE vs Siena

PARMA vs Palermo

UDINESE vs CESENA

CESENA vs INTER

INTER vs Lazio
LECCE vs CHIEVO
Novara vs MILAN
Palermo vs GENOA

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

1A Gior.

5A Gior.

9A Gior.

13A Gior.

[And. - 27/08/2011 Rit. - 14/01/2012]

[And. - 17/09/2011 Rit. - 04/02/2012]

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 10/03/2012]

[And. - 01/11/2011 Rit. - 06/04/2012]

Brescia vs VICENZA

Cittadella vs VICENZA

EMPOLI vs Varese

EMPOLI vs Nocerina

EMPOLI vs Juve Stabia

Crotone vs EMPOLI

GROSSETO vs VICENZA

GROSSETO vs Bari

GROSSETO vs Gubbio

MODENA vs Gubbio

MODENA vs Crotone

Juve Stabia vs VICENZA

Reggina vs MODENA

Sampdoria vs GROSSETO

VERONA H. vs Torino

MODENA vs Sassuolo

VERONA H. vs Pescara

VERONA H. vs Padova

10A Gior.

VERONA H. vs Brescia

2A Gior.

6 Gior.

[And. - 15/10/2011 Rit. - 17/03/2012]

14A Gior.

[And. - 30/08/2011 Rit. - 21/01/2012]

[And. - 24/09/2011 Rit. - 11/02/2012]

Bari vs EMPOLI

[And. - 05/11/2011 Rit. - 14/04/2012]

Albinoleffe vs GROSSETO

Ascoli vs VERONA H.

Cittadella vs GROSSETO

Bari vs VERONA H.

Juve Stabia vs VERONA H.

EMPOLI vs Reggina

Nocerina vs MODENA

EMPOLI vs Albinoleffe

MODENA vs Bari

GROSSETO vs Crotone

VICENZA vs VERONA H.

Nocerina vs GROSSETO

A

Pescara vs EMPOLI

Padova vs MODENA

11 Gior.

Varese vs MODENA

VICENZA vs Sassuolo

VICENZA vs Livorno

[And. - 22/10/2011 Rit. - 24/03/2012]

VICENZA vs Gubbio

A

3A Gior.

7 Gior.

EMPOLI vs Sassuolo

15A Gior.

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 28/01/2012]

A

[And. - 01/10/2011 Rit. - 18/02/2012]

GROSSETO vs Brescia

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 21/04/2012]

Ascoli vs VICENZA

Crotone vs VICENZA

MODENA vs Livorno

GROSSETO vs Varese

Brescia vs EMPOLI

EMPOLI vs Padova

Padova vs VICENZA

MODENA vs EMPOLI

MODENA vs Pescara

GROSSETO vs Ascoli

VERONA H. vs Nocerina

Sampdoria vs VICENZA

Reggina vs GROSSETO

Gubbio vs VERONA H.

12 Gior.

VERONA H. vs Crotone

VERONA H. vs Sassuolo

MODENA vs Brescia

[And. - 29/10/2011 Rit. - 31/03/2012]

16A Gior.

4 Gior.

8A Gior.

Ascoli vs MODENA

[And. - 19/11/2011 Rit. - 28/04/2012]

[And. - 10/09/2011 Rit. - 31/01/2012]

[And. - 05/10/2011 Rit. - 03/03/2012]

Cittadella vs VERONA H.

EMPOLI vs VERONA H.

Albinoleffe vs MODENA

Cittadella vs MODENA

Sassuolo vs GROSSETO

Juve Stabia vs MODENA

EMPOLI vs Sampdoria

Livorno vs EMPOLI

Torino vs EMPOLI

Nocerina vs VICENZA

GROSSETO vs VERONA H.

Torino vs GROSSETO

VICENZA vs Albinoleffe

Padova vs GROSSETO

VICENZA vs Torino

VERONA H. vs Sampdoria

A

VICENZA vs Varese
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Year

A

17A Gior.

19A Gior.

21A Gior.

[And. - 26/11/2011 Rit. - 01/05/2012]

[And. - 10/12/2011 Rit. - 12/05/2012]

[And. - 06/01/2012 Rit. - 27/05/2012]

GROSSETO vs Juve Stabia

GROSSETO vs MODENA

Cittadella vs EMPOLI

Gubbio vs EMPOLI

VERONA H. vs Albinoleffe

GROSSETO vs Livorno

Sampdoria vs MODENA

VICENZA vs EMPOLI

VERONA H. vs MODENA

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

VICENZA vs Reggina

A

VERONA H. vs Reggina

20 Gior.

VICENZA vs Pescara

[And. - 17/12/2011 Rit. - 20/05/2012]

A

Year

18 Gior.

Bari vs VICENZA

[And. - 03/12/2011 Rit. - 05/05/2012]

EMPOLI vs GROSSETO

EMPOLI vs Ascoli

MODENA vs Torino

Livorno vs VERONA H.

Varese vs VERONA H.

MODENA vs VICENZA
Pescara vs GROSSETO

1A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]
MONZA vs Sorrento
SPAL vs PISA
2A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

4A Gior.

Girone A

7A Gior.

Girone A

10A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 12/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

Foggia vs MONZA

PISA vs Como

Reggiana vs PISA

Pro Vercelli vs PISA

SPAL vs Pavia

MONZA vs SPAL

Tritium vs SPAL

Viareggio vs MONZA

A

5 Gior.

Girone A

8A Gior.

11A Gior.
Girone A

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

Reggiana vs MONZA

MONZA vs Pavia

Carpi vs SPAL

Lumezzane vs MONZA

Taranto vs SPAL

PISA vs Tritium

MONZA vs Avellino

SPAL vs Ternana

SPAL vs Lumezzane

Ternana vs PISA

PISA vs Avellino

3A Gior.

Girone A

9A Gior.

Foligno vs PISA

12A Gior.
Girone A

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

6 Gior.

MONZA vs Pro Vercelli

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

MONZA vs Ternana

PISA vs Foggia

Como vs SPAL

PISA vs Benevento

PISA vs Pavia

SPAL vs Viareggio

Lumezzane vs PISA

SPAL vs Sorrento

Reggiana vs SPAL

MONZA vs Tritium

Taranto vs MONZA

11

A

Girone A

Girone A

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

13A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 04/04/2012]
Carpi vs MONZA
SPAL vs Foggia

Girone A

Girone B

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

12A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

MONZA vs Benevento

Latina vs TRIESTINA

Bassano V. vs TRIESTINA

A

7 Gior.

SPAL vs Foligno
Girone A

6A Gior.

Number

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]
Sorrento vs PISA

Taranto vs PISA
14A Gior.

17A Gior.

Year

1A Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

13A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 12/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 04/04/2012]

Frosinone vs TRIESTINA

TRIESTINA vs Cremonese

A

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

8 Gior.

Foligno vs MONZA

TRIESTINA vs Feralpisalo

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

PISA vs Viareggio

2A Gior.

TRIESTINA vs Barletta

Piacenza vs TRIESTINA

Pro Vercelli vs SPAL

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

9A Gior.

V. Lanciano vs TRIESTINA

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

3A Gior.

Portogruaro vs TRIESTINA

TRIESTINA vs Trapani

Carpi vs PISA

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

10A Gior.

16A Gior.

MONZA vs Como

TRIESTINA vs Siracusa

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

SPAL vs Benevento

4A Gior.

TRIESTINA vs Pergocrema

Spezia vs TRIESTINA

15A Gior.

16A Gior.

Girone A

Girone A

Girone B

Girone B

Girone B

Girone B

Girone B

Girone B

A

15A Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

Girone B

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

11 Gior.

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

Andria Bat. vs TRIESTINA

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

Avellino vs SPAL

5A Gior.

TRIESTINA vs Sudtirol

TRIESTINA vs Prato

PISA vs MONZA

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]

5A Gior.

7A Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

14A Gior.

17A Gior.

Girone B

TRIESTINA vs Carrarese

1A Gior.

12

Girone A

3A Gior.

Girone A

Girone A

Girone A

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

[And. - 28/10/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

MANTOVA vs Giacomense

MANTOVA vs Renate

MANTOVA vs V. Entella

Borgo Buggiano vs MANTOVA

Poggibonsi vs TREVISO

TREVISO vs San Marino

TREVISO vs Borgo Buggiano

TREVISO vs Pro Patria

2A Gior.

4A Gior.

6A Gior.

Girone A

Girone A

Girone A

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

San Marino vs MANTOVA

Renate vs TREVISO

MANTOVA vs Bellaria Igea M.

TREVISO vs Savona

Sambonifacese vs MANTOVA

Valenziana vs TREVISO

8A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]
MANTOVA vs Savona
Alessandria vs TREVISO

9A Gior.

Girone A

Girone A

7A Gior.

Girone B

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

16A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 15/02/2012]

[And. - 16/11/2011 Rit. - 04/04/2012]

TREVISO vs MANTOVA

MANTOVA vs Lecco

Giullianova vs PERUGIA

Milazzo vs PERUGIA

A

10 Gior.

Girone A

A

TREVISO vs Cuneo
A

8 Gior.

17A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 26/10/2011 Rit. - 07/03/2012]
Casale vs TREVISO

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

PERUGIA vs Sangiuseppese

PERUGIA vs Fano A.J.

Alessandria vs MANTOVA

Santarcangelo vs MANTOVA

9A Gior.

18A Gior.

V. Entella vs TREVISO

[And. - 12/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 18/04/2012]

Aprilia vs PERUGIA

PERUGIA vs Celano

11 Gior.

Girone A

Girone A

Girone B

18 Gior.

A

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

Girone B

Girone B

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

19A Gior.

MANTOVA vs Poggibonsi

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

10A Gior.

TREVISO vs Rimini

MANTOVA vs Pro Patria

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

TREVISO vs Montichiari

PERUGIA vs Catanzaro

L’Aquila vs PERUGIA

12A Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]
Bellaria Igea M. vs TREVISO
Casale vs MANTOVA
13A Gior.

Girone A

1A Gior.

Girone A

Girone B

11A Gior.

Aversa Normanna vs PERUGIA

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 07/03/2012]

2A Gior.

Vibonese vs PERUGIA

Girone B

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

MANTOVA vs Rimini

PERUGIA vs Chieti

TREVISO vs Lecco

3A Gior.
Girone A

Girone B

[And. - 14/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]
Melfi vs PERUGIA

Cuneo vs MANTOVA

4A Gior.

Giacomense vs TREVISO

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

15A Gior.

PERUGIA vs Paganese

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 04/04/2012]
MANTOVA vs Valenzana
TREVISO vs Santarcangelo
A

16 Gior.

Girone A

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]
Montichiari vs MANTOVA
Sambonifacese vs TREVISO

5A Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]
Campobasso vs PERUGIA
6A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 28/09/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]
PERUGIA vs Arzanese

A

12 Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

PERUGIA vs Gavorrano
13A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]
Fondi vs PERUGIA
14A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]
Riposa - PERUGIA
15A Gior.

Girone B

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]
PERUGIA vs Ebolitana

19A Gior.

20A Gior.

Girone B

Girone B

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]
PERUGIA vs Vigor Lamezia
21A Gior.

[And. - 26/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

[And. - 16/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

Girone A

Girone B

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

14A Gior.

13

17A Gior.

Year

Girone B

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]
Isola Liri vs PERUGIA

1A Gior.

Girone D

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]
Pistoiese 1921 SRLSU - RAVENNA
A

2 Gior.

Girone D

19A Gior.

Girone D

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

9A Gior.

Girone G

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

San Paolo Padova SRL - RAVENNA

RAVENNA - Villafranca Veronese

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Astrea

A

11 Gior.

Girone D

A

1 Gior.

Girone G

10A Gior.

Girone G

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

RAVENNA - Pelli Santacroce Sport

RAVENNA vs Forcoli

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Palestrina Itop

Cynthia 1920 - SALERNO CALC. SRL

2A Gior.

11A Gior.

A

3 Gior.

Girone D

A

12 Gior.

Girone D

Girone G

Girone G

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

[And. - 09/11/2011 Rit. - 21/03/2012]

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

Virtus Pavullese - RAVENNA

Sestese Calc. ASD - RAVENNA

Citta di Marino - SALERNO CALC. SRL

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Pol. Calc. Budoni

13A Gior.

3A Gior.

12A Gior.

4A Gior.

Girone D

Girone D

Girone G

Girone G

[And. - 21/09/2011 Rit. - 25/01/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

RAVENNA - Lanciotto Campi Bisenzio

RAVENNA - Bagnolese

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Selargius Calc.

Atl. Boville Ernica - SALERNO CALC. SRL

4A Gior.

13A Gior.

5A Gior.

Girone D

A

14 Gior.

Girone D

Girone G

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]
Girone G

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 07/04/2012]

San Miniato Tuttocuoio - RAVENNA

Mezzolara - RAVENNA

Ginn. e Calc. Sora - SALERNO CALC. SRL

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Calc. Pomigliano

6A Gior.

15A Gior.

5A Gior.

14A Gior.

Girone D

Girone D

Girone G

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 07/04/2012]

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

Scandicci Calc. SRL - RAVENNA

RAVENNA - Camiore Calc. ASD

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Arzachena

7A Gior.

16A Gior.

6A Gior.

Girone D

Girone D

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

RAVENNA - Este SRL

Rosignano Sei Rose - RAVENNA

8A Gior.

Girone D

A

17 Gior.

Girone D

Girone G

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]
Prog. Calc. S. Elia - SALERNO CALC. SRL
7A Gior.

Girone G

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 08/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

Cerea - RAVENNA

RAVENNA - Forli SRL Dilettantistica

SALERNO CALC. SRL-Civitavecchia 1920

18A Gior.

8A Gior.

A

9 Gior.

14

Girone D

10A Gior.

Year

Girone D

Girone D

Girone G

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

RAVENNA - Virtusvecomp Verona ARL

Virtus Castelfrancocalcio vs RAVENNA

Bacoli Sibillaflegrea-SALERNO CALC. SRL

Girone G

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]
Portotorres - SALERNO CALC. SRL

15A Gior.

Girone G

[And. - 08/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]
SALERNO CALC. SRL - Anziolavinio
16A Gior.

Girone G

Girone H

3A Gior.

Girone I

1 Gior.

Girone H

10A Gior.

Girone H

4 Gior.

Girone I

A

11 Gior.

Girone H

5A Gior.

Girone I

12 Gior.

Girone H

A

6 Gior.

Girone I

13A Gior.

7A Gior.

Girone H

Girone I

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 07/04/2012]

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

CALC. BRINDISI - Sarnese 1926

Turris 1944 ASD - CALC. BRINDISI

NUOVA COSENZA - Hinterreggio

A

14 Gior.

Girone H

8A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

Ischia Isolaverde- CALC. BRINDISI

CALC. BRINDISI - Real Nocera Superiore

Acireale 1946 - NUOVA COSENZA

Girone H

A

15 Gior.

Girone H

9A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 08/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

CALC. BRINDISI - Irsinese Calc.

Virtus Casarano SRL - CALC. BRINDISI

NUOVA COSENZA - Cittanova Int.

A

5 Gior.

Girone H

A

16 Gior.

Girone H

10A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

Gaeta SRL - CALC. BRINDISI

CALC. BRINDISI-Casertana Calc. SRL

NUOVA COSENZA - Palazzolo ASD

17A Gior.

11A Gior.

6A Gior.

Girone H

Girone H

Girone I

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

CALC. BRINDISI - Viribus Unitis

Ars et Labor Grottaglie - CALC. BRINDISI

Sportclub Marsala 1912 - NUOVA COSENZA

A

7 Gior.

Girone H

A

1 Gior.

Girone I

12A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

Martina Franca - CALC. BRINDISI

NUOVA COSENZA - Nuvla San Felice

NUOVA COSENZA - Valle Grecanica

A

8 Gior.

Girone H

Girone I

Sant Antonio Abate - NUOVA COSENZA

A

Sambiase 1962 - NUOVA COSENZA

4A Gior.

16A Gior.

Francavilla - CALC. BRINDISI

CALC. BRINDISI - A. Cristofaro Oppido L

Girone H

NUOVA COSENZA - Battipagliese

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

3 Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 08/12/2011 Rit. - 22/04/2012]

NUOVA COSENZA - Serre Alburni

Fortis Trani - CALC. BRINDISI

A

15A Gior.

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]
Girone H

Girone I

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

2A Gior.

14A Gior.

Licata - NUOVA COSENZA

A

Calc. Acri - NUOVA COSENZA

A

2011

CALC. BRINDISI - Nardo Calc.

Internapoli Camapoli - CALC. BRINDISI

Monterotondo Lupa-SALERNO CALC. SRL

3

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]

1

NUOVA COSENZA CALC - Noto

SALERNO CALC. SRL - Fidene SRL SSD
Girone G

Jul - Sep

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 29/04/2012]
17 Gior.

Number

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

A

15

9A Gior.

Year

A

2 Gior.

Girone I

13A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 07/04/2012]

CALC. BRINDISI - CTL Campania

Nissa SSD ARL - NUOVA COSENZA

ACR Messina SRL - NUOVA COSENZA

17A Gior.

Girone I

[And. - 18/12/2011 Rit. - 06/05/2012]
NUOVA COSENZA - Adrano Calc. 2010

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

1A Gior.

5A Gior.

9A Gior.

13A Gior.

[And. - 04/09/2011 Rit. - 18/12/2011]

[And. - 02/10/2011 Rit. - 29/01/2012]

[And. - 30/10/2011 Rit. - 26/02/2012]

[And. - 27/11/2011 Rit. - 25/03/2012]

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - San Paolo

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - Atletico Corato

Racale - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

Terlizzi Calcio - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

2 Gior.

6 Gior.

10 Gior.

14A Gior.

[And. - 11/09/2011 Rit. - 08/01/2012]

[And. - 09/10/2011 Rit. - 05/02/2012]

[And. - 06/11/2011 Rit. - 04/03/2012]

[And. - 04/12/2011 Rit. - 01/04/2012]

Audace Cerignola - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - Calcio Fasano

LIBERTY MONOPOLI-Victoria Locorotondo

A

Copertino - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

A

A

3 Gior.

7A Gior.

11 Gior.

15A Gior.

[And. - 18/09/2011 Rit. - 15/01/2012]

[And. - 16/10/2011 Rit. - 12/02/2012]

[And. - 13/11/2011 Rit. - 11/03/2012]

[And. - 11/12/2011 Rit. - 15/04/2012]

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - Atletico Tricase

LIBERTY MONOPOLI-Manfredonia Calcio

Bisceglie 1913 D. - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

A. Toma - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

4 Gior.

8A Gior.

12A Gior.

[And. - 25/09/2011 Rit. - 22/01/2012]

[And. - 23/10/2011 Rit. - 19/02/2012]

[And. - 20/11/2011 Rit. - 18/03/2012]

Libertas - LIBERTY MONOPOLI

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - Francavilla Calcio

LIBERTY MONOPOLI - Francavilla Calcio

A

A

16

Year

A

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

1

3

2011

INVITATION TO CESENA
A step away from the Adriatic coast, Cesena is an ancient and important city and with a dynamic
present. Ready to welcome those who want to discover and experience her.
Next to the excellent historical places, first of all the Biblioteca Malatestiana, recognised by Unesco
‘Memories of the world’, it offers to tour with the mighty Rocca, the millennial Abbazia di Santa Maria
del Monte, religious and civic buildings that testify tothe importance than during the centuries the city
had and with it the ancient towns of the neighboring municipalities.
The renowned piadina, along with many other food specialities, can only make a stay in Cesena a
memorable one
Cesena and a certain Romagna

From Cesena
Roberto Checchia

There are numerous offers to stay in Cesena and in the many historic towns of neighboring
municipalities.
Packages are very affordable in b&b, farms, hotels.
Some examples:
3 star hotel in the Old Town from 75 euro double room or from 90 euro triple room
2 star hotel in the Old Town from 60 euro double room or from 80 euro triple room
The offer includes:
- bed and breakfast in the chosen category hotel;

"Cesena: the greatest show after big bang"
this is the slogan devised by children with disabilities of the coop. Cils, Enaip ed Aveac of Cesena exposed at

- free guided tour to the Biblioteca Malatestiana and to the Rocca Malatestiana;

acccompanied by Fiorenzo Treossi. In the morning of Friday 22 July, the

- can also book a bus tour with guide (free) to the Abbazia di S. M. del Monte and the old towns of
Longiano, Roncofreddo, Monteleone and Bertinoro or Bagno di Romagna, only for groups of at
least 35 persons;

boys went to the lake to wait for the players, while waiting, togather with

- welcome kit at the hotel room of promotional material of the territory;

Roberto Checchia Presidente of the ‘Coordinamento Clubs Cesena’,

- Offer of the Cesena card which entitles conventional prices in the centre restaurants;

initiatives involving the boys and the Cesena club and the Coordination

- Possibility to dine on Saturday and Sunday lunch at conventional prices.

Centre of supporters were discussed. One of them is to participate in an

Its possible also to visit the monuments even without an overnight stay, with reduced entrance
fare if booked at the Tourist Office.

Acquapartita during the meeting with some of Cesena players,

away game [next season] organised by the Coordination Centre. Propose
to the Cesena Football Club to dedicate a league day to disabled people
with the opportunity that such persons can enter free to watch the game.
Finally organise a feast [during the
christmas period] with the associations, the Coordination Centre and perhaps
some of Cesena players. In this same morning, around noon, Malonga, Parolo,

TOURIST OFFICE CESENA

Von Berghen and Giaccherini got sympatically involved with the boys answering

Piazza del Popolo, 15 - 47521 (FC) - tel. +39 0547 356327/fax.+39 0547 356393

questions, posing for photos and signing autographs to all. A heartfelt thanks

e-mail: iat@comune.cesena.fc.it - sito: www.comune.cesena.fc.it/Cesena/turismo/

goes to Cesena Football Club, always sensitive and attentive to the needs of

opening hours: from Monday to Saturday

disabled people, a special thanks goes to Fiorenzo Treossi team manager of

9.30-13.00; 15.00-18.00; public holidays 9.30-12.30

Cesena Football Club, Italo Colinucci of ENAIP of Cesena and to the Coordination
Centre for the organisational support.
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From Genoa
The Organised Fans
Note by FISSC Administration - received and published

"IN WHICH WORLD ARE YOU LIVING ? SHAME ON YOU, UNWORTHY!!!"
After one year we are once again here to reiterate the same ideas already expressed in the past about the players’ ventilated strike,
that, deserve this time, an epithet more offensive that just a simple "wretched", as last report called them...today we speak
of....The strike of the UNWORTHY of the ball.
This had to happen too. Having to stand the idea that a group of young millionaires, with their shiny Ferrari and underwear signed
by Dolce & Gabbana, had the intelligent idea of calling a strike. Rather, one almost has a retch from nausea to approach the word
strike to persons who have never seriously worked a day in their lives. Its an insult to our benevolence. For us who are on the
other side fo the glass, who spend money, time, energy, consume holidays, commit our [few] free time to watch 90 minutes, a
show that more than once is to the limit of decency, from the most unlikely times, with the most desperate weather conditions,
with more expensive tickets, with the television networks that oversee on any glimmer of good sense and forced to sign for an
absurd and useless card in order to follow our team. Received in paleolithic stadiums by agents in a foul mood that often have
itchy hands.
Besides all this, even the absence from "work" of the pedantic of the profession we have to bear. To us who are laid off workers,
researchers on roofs, students who shout out in the streets, families who have to count pennies before bringing children into the
world, with debts of 30 years with the bank just to buy a small appartment in the suburbs. It is us, those who from time to time are
seen on the news (if we are lucky and someone deigns to hear us).
It almost a joke, as we seem insulted by persons blessed with good fortune, whose children and grandchildren can live in ease
without the slightest economic concern, seeing them using a tool that has been the emblem of the struggle for emancipation of
the weaker, as if it was really their right. And we don’t even want to know if their demands are reasonable or not, if they are right
or wrong. We do not care. What we want to know is in a nation crushed by economic crisis, where the last are drifting without any
life-belt if not the charity of those a step above, can we tolerate the insolence of those who live in an ivory tower as if it was all
normal, ineluctable, due. Our answer, we think, is less than understood in these few lines. Which, we hope, serve these gentlemen
to bring down their glance in the morning while they shave before a mirror.

With all our anger we shout

SHAME, UNWORTHY!!!
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From Perugia
Moreno Castellani

BROTHERS AGAINST BROTHERS
For us the storm just arrived a year later. Simply because we were, to say, on vacation for a season, having

stadiums both home and away is to act as the Athenians. If the goal is an honorable death, then

picnics out of town. And we did not realize what was happening. But the signs of the storm were already

anything goes. But if we really want to win this fight, we must be both pragmatic and smart. Let

evident everywhere, even if the media were very careful to talk the bare minimum. Elsewhere already has

them believe the victory is theirs, retreat in an orderly and intelligent way in front of today’s defeat.

happened what is happening now in our own home. Same issues, same difficulties, same indifference. Even

To fall upon them tomorrow, when they are already celbrating and are not expecting to fight again.

the insults and the inurbane actions. All already seen. The fact is that while for the other laws seem to
argue on commas, for this has made all agree. Two sets of goals moves them. Do business on the fan’s skin,
and desert the stadiums. No more away trips on Sundays, no police involved, autogrill all opened and
televisions turned on to “suck” pay-per-view cards. A nice virtual army of fans, all starring in front of the Tv
to put up with what ‘they’ want to show you between one spot and another. This, on one hand allows to
save on overhead costs, from the other hand allows to suck those pennies from the fans pockets otherwise
destined for subscriptions and travel expenses. With the indifferent risk that now or later if you are there
you will see all. Because participating in the event, being part of the event, opens up the door to a whole
range of sensations that cannot be controlled. The flavours, the odors, the climate, are all things that do not
pass through the filters of a camera. If you are there, you would understand. If you are not there you will
understand what they want you to understand. Its being said to you by one that operates in the television
sector. As much as we strive to be honest, involved, free, its not the same thing. No. Its not the same thing.
So, you must be there. Sometimes in life, to take two steps foward, need be to take one a back. Hard line
opposition, the opposition without any discount is a choice. Shared and respectable by some. But are we
sure that it is the right choice? When acient Greece faced the Persians in war, its army was a composite.
There were the Spartans, the Athenians and the confedarate allies. When a battle tooked a wrong turning,
usually was the case the allies gave to flight, with the result of being exterminated by the advancing enemy.
It happened that the Spartans drew up ranks, standing on both feet ready to fight against the overwhelming
enemy, with the result that them being exterminated too. The Athenians, seeing the difficulties, retreated in
an orderly and intelligent manner in the face of a defeat. With the result that the next day they were all still
alive and ready to fight again. If Greece won the war against the Persians, it owns all to the Athenians.
Oppose the card as the organised groups are doing is to act like the Spartans. Give up the card for
cowardice or acute grumbling is doing like the confederate allies. To make the suppoter card and fill the
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From Roma
Airc 1971

Miss ‘Oro&Porpora’
Forty springs, but for the occasion would be more correct to say forty summers. For the Italian Association Roma Club that of Riscone di
Brunico was in fact the fortieth retreat following As Roma.

Almost as much as the years since the foundation of the old “Centro

Coordinamento”, which with time eventually became “AIRC 1971”. This fortieth anniversary, which rightly in Alto Adige was celebrated with a
series of initiatives which will then continue in the coming months. A numerous enthusiastic group, who spent seven days between training
sessions and friendly matches of their favourite team As Roma, mountain walks and celebrationstra between fans. The most original without
any doubt was the election of the Miss of the retreat. The competition “Miss Oro&Porpora”, originated and created by Alessandro Milza, site
director of www.oroeporpora.it, saw 10 beautiful ‘giallorosse’ girls parade, fans arrived at Riscone to follow their favourite team. Among all the
competitors, to win was the 18 year old, Chiara Cubeddu from Tivoli, who is therefore the new queen of the ‘giallorossi’ fans. The AIRC was also
protagonist in the occassion of the team presentation in the Town Hall Square of Brunico: the president Francesco Lotito, recently also
confirmed as FISSC president, publicly thanked the local authorities for the hospitality and made the best wishes to the new coach Luis Enrique
in view of the coming season. The stay in Alto Adige ended with a convivial which was attended by the players José Angel Valdes, Luca Antei
and Gianluca Caprari, accompanied by a representation of As Roma staff composed by Antonio Tempestilli, Salvatore Scaglia, Daniele Lo
Monaco and Alessio Marcheggiano.
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The game started and we epaulets try to associate a
name with a new face that appears on the pitch,
sometimes the enterprise is really hard and thus one
has to trust the voices heard from the steps of the
sports ground and which seep through due to the

The adventure restart!
vicinity of the Chievo fans.

Teodorani, Cosner, Canzian, Agnelli, Beduschi, Pambianchi, Melara, Migliorini, Arma, Laurenti, Marconi,
The first course is served!
The match is played on a small and heavy pitch.
Spal defies the mighty Chievo with clever tattics and with a certain ease, never much in trouble, the
defense appears concentrated and Teodorani, a gaolkeeper agile and secure even if he has to thank
his fellow companions for a couple of saves on the line of goal…
At half time the game ends with Chievo ahead with the minimum score of a goal and some chievo fans
who happen to pass before us, compliment us for the good show Spal was giving……the heart swells,
then it is true that we are not that bad…….
Numerous changes on both sides and immediately the second goal by the clivensi at the beginning of
the second half and then to tell the truth nothing more exciting to the end of the game.
We have measured ourselves with a Serie A team and we managed to play our game, never crushed in
our own half and showing plenty of room for improvement.
At the end of the game the Galo Guercio presented to our mister and former player Stefano Vecchi, the
book about the years of football in Ferrara with a dedication of best wishes for the coming season.

Our President Valentina Ferozzi presents him with the book about football in Ferrara, where Pellissier’s
photo stands on a page next to that of Stefano Vecchi, our mister (…). Short but intense the encounter
but for us of the Galo Guercio and of the Coordination Centre of Spal practically indelible.

The wonderful day ended with the exchange of
pennants, hugs and mutual good luck wishes
from the two Coordination Centres.

We return to our delightful meal in the friendly atmosphere surronding all of us, and then again to pose for
a photo with the clivensi fans for the newspaper ‘L’Arena di Verona’, and in this group photo lies the whole
sense of this day in San Zeno: we are all fans of our favourite team that the only things that differentiate us
from each other are the colours of scarves and sweaters we wear to protect ourselves from a chilly wind
barely mitigated by a timid sun.

We return to Ferrara with Spal in our hearts
and with the knowledge that others like us
have in their hearts a team with a different
name but with our same intensity.

This is football, this is sport, this is the way to live a passion that has no limits and we believe this is due to
the work of the Coordination Centres affiliated to FISSC who are working in this way to give the fans a new
consciousness. Here a few kilometers from Verona was completed the in the best way imagined the idea
how to live football at the dawn of the third millennium.

Number

Then we wander in the peaceful country and we can
see the beautiful views where the Garda is the
master, down there with its blue waters and where
the sky begins to become clear, but with those white
clouds…

From Ferrara

Today, 24 July 2011, we travelled to San Zeno di Montagna to
watch the game Chievo – Spal at 17:30. We started from
Ferrara at 9am and we were there! Rather to say, we epaulets
are always there and we could not miss such a prestitgous
match. Arrived at San Zeno we were greeted by the clivensi
fans as if we were part of the family. Immediately we
understood how football should be. Matches should be
preceded by thise fraternal meetings, where friendly and
healthy competition among fans is developed amicably and
with that feeling that never hurts. We ate in the impeccable stands, to say the least, set up by the Chievo
supporters, in the village square and close to the merchandising stands which were of a great attraction.
Its a pleasure to participate as guests to all of this and the road to be near to one’s team and viceversa is
properly that which the Chievo fans have indicated to us in this manner, the two presidents of the
respective Coordination Centres exchanged plates and gadgets to commemorate the day…..on top of all
this beautiful moment here……. arrives Sergio Pellisier who made us dream in past years and now
maintains the clivense reality in the top flight as captain. Its an emotion shake his hands and taking
souvenier pictures with him and while posing with him, I could not but think of what Spal would have been
had Sergio stayed with us…

Year

Forza Spal !!!!

From Udine
Ufficio Stampa Associazione Udinese Clubs

Always growing the love for the ‘Bianconeri Friulani’
Its always strong the bond between the fans and the team led by Mister Guidolin; to prove this its not only
the increase of subscriptions at the Friuli, but also and above all the inauguration of four new clubs this
summer 2011. The first in order of time is the club of Arta Terme which came back to life last July after many
years of inactivity; to preside over it Giovanni Radina who, togather with the club council has decided to name
it after the Mister of Castelfranto Veneto. Immediately after it was the turn of the Udinese Club Mortegliano
(the second one in the Friulian town), headed by Alessio Zanotti. Of a few days ago the constitution of
another club in Carnia: its the Udinese Club Ovaro "Zoncolan Bianconero", chaired by Stefano Triscoli, born
thanks to the passion of several members of the directive council and Mister Guidolin, frequent visitor of the
hardest climb in Europe, that on some occassions has entertained the local bianconeri fans at the foot of the
climb, right in front of the Osteria Zoncolan, the club’s seat. Last only in order of time, Udinese Club Udine
"Enofficina Retrò" which is based at Osteria Retrogusto, two steps away from ‘piazza San Giacomo’, in the
city centre; presided by Roberto Bazzaro, the premises is already a meeting place of many bianconeri fans
who attend the place to watch Udinese away games.

After several years of inactivity, finally began to re-operate the club of San Daniele del Friuli. Constituted
from scratch, the club will mantain its seat in the charateristic Bar "Zebretta" of via Rodeano, 10 in San
Daniele. To preside over the club council, the AUC councillor Dimitri Quaglia, assisted by the Vice President
Marco Grosso and by 7 councillors. With that of San Daniele now its 5 the new bianconeri clubs inaugurated
this summer; a great demonstration of attachment towords the Friulian team. To all the best wishes from
the Association, of a fruitful work to bring more fans to support our beloved Udinese.
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From Verona
Carla Riolfi
Welcome back Hellas
Its one big feast ! Day by day without signs of ceasing, the immense joy of Hellas Verona fans continues, still
intoxicated by the wonderful ride of the team. From the final whistle of the 19 June, in the hostility of the
Salerno stadium, to the apotheosis in Piazza Brà, at the Catullo airport and in every angle of our city, with the
waving everywhere of the gialloblù colours and the uncontrollable screams of serie B ...serie B ! A strong signal
coming from the organised fans who never, in the four years of purgatory in the Lega Pro, had never
abondoned the team. And thus in all the many supporter clubs are continuing at great pace the celebrations;
from Nogara to Villabartolomea, from Pozzo di S. Giovanni Lupatoto to Vallese, as well as in the urban
neighborhoods. But the big feast, was celebrated in the evening of Thursday 30 June at La Meridiana di Sandrà
restaurant, where all the clubs affiliated to the Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003, met. It was a
especially a very moving tribute to the president Giovanni Martinelli, the coach Andrea Mandorlini, the sport
director Mauro Gibellini, the administrative director Benito Siciliano, and the team-manager Sandro Mazzola. A
big thanks rhythmed by the now famous chants, after the day in Salerno, and dozens of brightly cololured Tshirts with the effigy of a large B; an emotion without borders, an endless feast.
Thanks Hellas!
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